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Learning goals

Select materials based on your students’ 
age and level of English;

Design your own tasks.



What is educational design?

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/educational-
design/0/steps/26415
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Educational design

curriculum spatial
classroom 

layout

task assessment pedagogical



Educational design models

Constructive alignment (Biggs, 2003)

Integrated Curriculum Design Framework

RASE (Resources, Activities, Support, Evaluation)

Universal Design for Learning

Biggs. J. (2003) Teaching for Quality Learning at University – What the Student Does 2nd Edition SRHE / Open University 
Press, Buckingham. Available at



Constructive alignment

http://www.ucdoer.ie/index.php/Using_Biggs%27_Model_of_Constructive_Alignment_in_Curriculum_Design/Introduction

http://www.ucdoer.ie/index.php/Using_Biggs'_Model_of_Constructive_Alignment_in_Curriculum_Design/Introduction


The RASE model

• Resources - authentic content, enabling students to learn with, not 
just learn from, these resources.

• Activity - for students to engage in a learning experience using 
resources. 

• Support - for anything that the students will need to support their 
learning. Support may be teacher-student, student-student, and 
student-learning resource. 

• Evaluation - of student learning provide information, or feedback, to 
guide students’ progress and to serve as a tool for understanding 
what else we need to do to ensure that learning outcomes are being 
achieved.



Universal Design for Learning

Flexibility in the 
ways students 
access material, 
engage with it 
and show what 
they know.



Learner differences

• language background
• cognitive ability
• academic ability 
• physical ability 
• social background
• behavioural differences
• disability 
• age
• gender
• race and ethnicity
• religion and belief.



CEFR 
Language Levels

• What are the 
levels that 
the RSE is 
designed to 
assess?

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams-and-tests/cefr/
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CEFR Levels at school



Guess the CEFR level

• You will hear a radio interview with José Martínez, the Director 
of Pizza Rapida, a pizza delivery chain in Spain. 

• For each question 23 – 30, mark one letter (A, B or C) for the 
correct answer. • You will hear the recording twice. 

José Martínez became successful by 

• A taking over a well-known competitor. 

• B establishing an innovative retail business. 

• C gaining a reputation for high quality. 



Guess the CEFR level



Guess the CEFR level



What other criteria do you have for text selection?

• Length

• Topic (appropriateness)

• Educational value

• Cultural value

• Visuals

• Useful vocabulary and grammar

• Authenticity



Guess the level and the grade



Text Inspector



Readability scores



Vocabulary profiler



Guess the level and the grade



Grade and Level



CEFR Level and Grade

It s happening again. The chairman has called on thedistinguished representative of France. But what I m hearingthrou
gh a thick curtain of electrical hiss and crackle in theheadphones sounds vaguely like Dutch. Can t make out asingle word
. Total panic. My hands grasp the microphonestem. It s oddly soft and squishy. That s because it s not amicrophone. Clutchi
ng the pillow, I wake up with a start fromthis classic simultaneous interpreter nightmare. I worked as astaff interpreter at the
UN for 25 years, trying to convert theknots and twists of Russian and French sentences intointelligible and, I hope, fluent
English I ve also translatedbooks and articles. Interpreters usually work in pairs but whenwe re actually interpreting we
re on our own, hidden awayfrom the audience inside soundproof booths,claustrophobically small cubicles containing two
chairs, twoconsoles, two headsets, two microphones, and a window thatprovides an excellent view of the backs of the del
egates headsand of the podium at the front of the room. The booths aremarked with the name of the target language: En
glish- boothinterpreters interpret into English, French-
booth interpretersinto French. The six booths correspond to the UN s six officiallanguages: English, French, Russian, Spani
sh, Chinese andArabic. International organisations such as the World Bank andthe International Monetary Fund also use
these languages attheir conferences. But the most important language in mostinternational organisations has no nam
e: it is the institution sown bureaucratese, its linguistic Esperanto. We never dosomething, we implement. We don t repeat,
we reiterate andunderscore. We are never happy, we are gratified or satisfied.You are never doing a great job: you are pe
rforming yourduties in the outstanding manner in which you have alwaysdischarged them. There is no theft or embezzle
ment, butrather failure to ensure compliance with proper accountingand auditing procedures in the handling of financial
resources.This is a language the interpreter must master very early on.All interpreters perform the same tasks, regardless
of thelanguage. But asking us to describe how we do what we do islike asking a centipede how it walks. A colleague o
ncesuggested that the interpreter is like a soldier who spendsendless hours in training and then has three seconds in th
eheat of battle to make a series of life- and- death decisions

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2



Readability scores



Guess the grade and level



Guess the grade and level



When you design your own tasks consider…

• Aim

• Objectives

• Target language

• Format

• Appropriateness

• Variability of input

• Link to assessment



ros.uchebnik rosuchebnik rosuchebnik

Thank you for your attention
Questions?

Alexey Korenev


